Crisis Deepens — More Starvation

120 Delegates at ANLC Convention

Plan Nation Fight for Negro Rights

Bank Crash in Tenn. Reaches Rule of Boss

Evictions

Evictions, Starvation, in the house, reach 9,000,000 unemployed.

Runs from Farm to Escape Starvation — Same in Mines

Do Workers in U.S.S.R. Starve?

Do they let their hacks at the machines, or on the scrap heap in the back yard, or in some way by their own hands make the bread and wine of life?

In a large electric power plant in Moscow, a worker dies of starvation.

In a cotton mill in Sumatra, a woman is found dead from starvation.

In a steel mill in Sheffield, England, a man is found dead from starvation.

The workers are not only starving, but they are being starved by the capitalists, who control the means of production and distribution.
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ARRESTED FOR VACANCY

A Story About Bill Toiler.
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BY BILL HERNANDEZ

STARVING FATHER KILLS HIS CHILDREN

In a pitiful story, a father and his four young children and their dogs were found dead in a ditch. The father had left them there, believing it was the only way to save them. This heart-wrenching event has raised awareness about the conditions faced by those in poverty.

NEGRO SEAMAN TELLS HIS TRIP TO THE SOVIET UNION

By Margaret Cochrane, Correspondent

The story of the Negro seaman who traveled to the Soviet Union is an inspiration. He overcame numerous obstacles to reach his destination, demonstrating resilience and determination.

NEGO MOTHER TOHER CHILD

By W. J. Jerome

"Que sera, sera," says the French motto. In this case, it seems to apply perfectly. The mother who lost her child in a tragic incident understands the importance of finding hope in the face of adversity.

FIGHT PLANNED FOR NEGRO RIGHTS

(Continued from Page 1)

The fight for Negro rights continues. Economic, Organizational, and Political developments are shaping the landscape of the movement.

NEGRO MOTHER TOLD HER CHILD

By W. J. Jerome

"Que sera, sera," says the French motto. In this case, it seems to apply perfectly. The mother who lost her child in a tragic incident understands the importance of finding hope in the face of adversity.

FIGHT PLANNED FOR NEGRO RIGHTS

(Continued from Page 1)

The fight for Negro rights continues. Economic, Organizational, and Political developments are shaping the landscape of the movement.

Bank Crash In Tenn. Reveals Boss Rule

(Continued from Page 1)

The Great Depression has revealed the darker side of capitalism. The banking crisis in Tennessee is a stark reminder of the power of the banking elite.

30 kill Negroes in Farm Battle

The violence in the South is alarming. The recent battle has claimed 30 lives, highlighting the ongoing struggle for justice.

300 Negroes killed in farm battle.

The violence in the South is alarming. The recent battle has claimed 300 lives, highlighting the ongoing struggle for justice.

Bank Crash In Tenn. Reveals Boss Rule
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The Great Depression has revealed the darker side of capitalism. The banking crisis in Tennessee is a stark reminder of the power of the banking elite.
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FROM THE MILLS, MINES AND THE FARMS

NEW MACHINES MEAN SPEEDUP, CUTS, LAYOFFS

By a Worker Correspondent
New Orleans, La.

The sugar harvest is going full blast and workers are for the most part enjoying the benefits of the modernization. However, not without cost. The increased speed and efficiency are reflected in a new requirement of labor, with the resultant layoffs.

Cutting Cane at 75c A Day, Stop For Food, No Shelter

By a Worker Correspondent
New Orleans, La.

The cane cutters are working long hours, but the pay is good. The conditions, however, are艰苦. The workers are expected to stop for food, but often times there is no place to eat. Shelter is a problem as well, with many workers living in makeshift camps.

NEW STRETCH OUT SCHEME IN TEXTILES

By a Worker Correspondent
New Orleans, La.

The textile industry is experiencing some changes with a new stretch out scheme implemented. This is benefiting the workers in terms of pay and conditions, but it also means longer working hours.

Greetings From U.S.S.R., Tells of Work On Farm

By a Worker Correspondent

The conditions on the farm in the U.S.S.R. are discussed, with a focus on the importance of collective work and the benefits it offers to the workers.

Use Race Lies To Cut Wages

By a Worker Correspondent
New Orleans, La.

The use of race lies to cut wages is highlighted, with a local worker explaining how they responded to the situation.

After Elections More Lay-Offs

By a Worker Correspondent
Charlotte, N.C.

The election results are leading to more layoffs, with the workers dealing with the uncertainty of their future employment.

Demands Rent On Honk of Horn -- No? -- Evicted!

By a Worker Correspondent
Charlotte, N.C.

The workers are demanding rent on honk of horn, but the landlord is evicting them. The struggle for housing is a constant issue.

Protest Stagger Plan; Get Fired

By a Worker Correspondent
Birmingham, Ala.

The workers are protesting the stagger plan, but they are being fired as a result. The struggle for fair work conditions continues.

Jobless Sailor Commits Suicide

By a Worker Correspondent

A jobless sailor commits suicide, a tragic reminder of the harsh realities faced by those without work.

Use Race Lies To Cut Wages

By a Worker Correspondent

The use of race lies to cut wages is highlighted, with a local worker explaining how they responded to the situation.

EXPLOITING THE JOBLESS

NEW YORK, N.Y.- The workers are being exploited by their employers, paying them less than they are worth. The struggle for fair wages continues.

EXPLOITING THE JOBLESS

CHICAGO, Ill.- The jobless are being exploited in the city of Chicago, with many workers living in poverty.

JUNK PILE FOR JOBLESS

CHICAGO, Ill.- The junk pile is a common sight, with the unemployed living in the garbage.

DANGEROUS CRIMINALS

CHARLOTTE, N.C.- The workers are facing dangerous conditions at work, with many injured.
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CHARLOTTE, N.C.- The workers are facing dangerous conditions at work, with many injured.
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Into Shops, Mines, Farms

With Southern Worker

The Poor Farmer Bears the Burden

Cotton is selling at 5 and 6 cents a pound. According to the United States Bureau of Labor, the average cost of living in the ten great cities during the last five years has been 17 cents a pound. Cotton is said to be selling at a price below that of the entire farm crop in many Southern states is not enough to pay state taxes, which are the basis of the burden that the landowner is forced to bear.

The landowner bears the burden of the taxes on his land. Most of the tenants and sharecroppers turn their entire labor over to the money lenders who take what they can get and charge high rates of interest. The low price of the crop does not pay all the debt of the tenants. The result is that the tenant is forced to work on the land at a lower rate than the slave was paid.

For the small farmer and the back tenantry, the situation is hardly any better. The landlords charge the highest rates of interest on the money they advance to the farmers. The farmers are required to pay the interest on the loan out of the profits of the crop. The result is that the farmer cannot keep his family out of debt.

The strike would have been won long ago had the 4,000,000 working farmers of the South and other parts of the country who are being forced to work for low wages, not been able to do so. The strike would have been won long ago had the 600,000 men, women, and children of the South and the land that they own, not been able to do so.
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